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BUSINESS PLAN

OUR MISSION
As a growing business we want to ensure our clients are satisfied, their data secure, and they don’t doubt for a
second about the purchase they’ve made. We want to make your experience here at Puroxy something more than
you could ever expect.

COMPANY OWNERSHIP/LEGAL ENTITY
Puroxy Is a two man team where each and individual executive is placed in a position where they feel comfortable.
Matt handles all general management of the site and support team. Rob manages the server side operations by
monitoring our servers and making sure our hardware is up to date.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICE S
Now that just about every company/organization is taking their advertisement and sales to the worldwide web and
there is no need to hide the fact that the hosting market is big. We believe that we are one of the few companies
that offer a wide variety of services to target each individual seeking hosting, server, and network services. Below is
a list of all the services we provide.
SHARED WEB HOSTING
We offer multiple packages for basic web hosting. These services include premium SSD storage with a very powerful
server protected by high end firewalls to ensure security.
RESELLER HOSTING
Numerous reseller hosting packages for clients wanting to start their own small business or just to create a number
of shared hosting accounts for their countless domains.

VIRTUAL PRIVATE SERVERS (VPS)
We offer both Linux and Windows VPS’s to our clients. Both services come equipped with premium SSD storage, a
maximum of 16 CPU cores, and featured RAM. Clients have the option to customize their VPS order to fit their
budget.
DEDICATED SERVERS
We offer both onshore and offshore dedicated server plans that vary in RAM, storage, bandwidth, and other
features. They can either purchase a managed server where we set up a control panel of your choosing or you can
self-manage your own server. Be aware we provide support for all of our clients.
REVERSE PROXIES
Indeed we do also provide DDoS protection for our clients. You can either purchase HTTP (web) or TCP (port)
reverse proxies to protect against large scale attacks. Starting from a small 5Gbps ranging from 100Gbps of
protection for your website or ports.
VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORKS (VPN)
We believe the power of anonymity is essential for your own protection against certain hackers throughout the
worldwide web. We want our clients to feel protected when using Puroxy VPN. We will have both Windows and
Mac OS desktop clients for easy access to privacy when browsing the web.
TUTORING CENTER
In our custom-built tutoring center we have volunteered specialists who help our clients build their websites with
the services they purchased. These tutors teach our clients how to setup their website and walk them through each
and every step until they are satisfied with their final products. Not only do we provide web tutors, but we have a
wide variety of languages and skills you can learn. Languages and skills such as HTML/CSS, PHP, JavaScript, Graphic
Design, iOS Development, VB.NET, and Marketing.

PRIVACY & SECURITY MANAGEMENT
Your experience here not only needs support, but requires a secure environment to keep your data running
efficiently. With the continued rise in data security breaches and numerous exploits, our clients have questions
about security risks towards our company, well we can assure you your information is secure with us. We have
failure analysts that pentest our servers to enhance security to its maximum potential, as well as DDoS protected
servers for all our clients. To ensure ultimate security, their needs to be a partnership between you and us. Each of
us has a role to play in protecting your application’s infrastructure and data.

INFRASTRUCTURE
We believe having your data secure and unknown to the public is an aspect you would very much enjoy. No need to
worry about security vulnerabilities within our site or any exploits found in our servers. We have top notch security
to cater all your needs. Our main objective is your satisfaction and we feel if we approach it from a security
standpoint then it solves our privacy company model, as well as reduces client concern.

SUPPORT
All of our support agents will have a custom support number and custom email, with this in mind you will be able to
request specific support agents when opening new tickets. We believe this feature is beneficial for both you and us.
For you because you can make a new friend while obtaining knowledge from our experts and for us because we can
pick out the most widely used support agents.

SALES & MARKETING
The big difference between a website that is on the first page of a google search compared to one that isn’t even
significant allows the doors to open for bringing in new clients. Sadly, many companies can assure you a growing,
but don’t always believe the hype unless you experience it. Puroxy has been in the business of originating unique
marketing tactics to ensure growth as a business and stability among the board of executives.

